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ABSTRACT
With the introduction of Virtual Reality (VR) to the mass market, two of the most
significant issues affecting its users have come to light: Virtual Reality Sickness and
Postural Instability. These issues have lead to a low acceptance rate from consumers
towards the VR market, preventing it from growing to its full potential. These issues
affect everyone from VR application developers, research projects using VR for different
purposes, and the average consumer who wants to use it for recreational purposes. This
research project focuses on tackling these issues in two of the most common setups:
stationary and non-stationary.
Stationary setups already have a track of works that accurately detect both VR
sickness and postural instability. Even VR sickness has a track of different creative
methods to mitigate it once detected. Nevertheless, there isn’t a clear definition of
what can be used to help if a user suffers from postural instability or even a fall. For
that reason, this project developed and tested two different methodologies for balance
recovery: auditory warning and turning the headset’s camera on. Results showed that
these techniques activated up to 500 ms before the fall onset is enough to prevent users
from losing balance.
For mobile VR setups, it is unclear if the same detection methodologies as in station-
ary setups. Following previous works that use a combination of electroencephalography
(EEG) and full-body motion capture suits, this research project intends to use these
technologies to identify VR sickness and postural instability in mobile setups and their
difference with stationary setups.
The results confirmed that, on non-stationary setups, users’ postural instability
could be measured by the changes in their Center of Mass and the changes in EEG
signals. Results on VR sickness signals showed that other cognitive processes influence
non-stationary VR signals compared to stationary VR signals.
These findings can collectively set the building blocks for developing closed-loop
systems that can adequately monitor users, detect the appearance of these issues, and
provide a solution to either mitigate or avoid these issues. Ultimately, providing an
overall safer VR experience to all VR users.
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